[The role of hysteroscopy in the diagnosis and follow-up of endometrial hyperplasia].
Preneoplastic lesions of endometrium such as endometrial hyperplasia (simple and complex with or without cytological atypias) represent an important cause of abnormal uterine bleeding. Among diagnostic techniques, hysteroscopy presents several advantages: it is an out-patient procedure, minimally invasive, repeatable, of rapid execution and with low cost. The hysteroscopic pattern of endometrial hyperplasia appears with an over-development of the endometrial mucosa with increased glandular openings, increased vascularization, cystic dilatations, polypoid aspects. Since October 1984 to January 1995 at the Gynecologic Endoscopic Service of Obstetrics and Gynecology Department of the University of Bologna, 13,438 hysteroscopies were performed: 291 (2.16%) in patients submitted to hysteroscopy for previous diagnosis of endometrial hyperplasia. The first diagnosis of endometrial hyperplasia was made in 125 (42.3%) patients through hysteroscopic biopsy, while for 166 patients (57.04%) the first diagnosis was made by endometrial curettage of VABRA. The results showed that the endometrial hyperplasia is typical in perimenopausal age and this finding is more frequently symptomatic. The histological diagnosis after hysteroscopy was: simple hyperplasia in 106 patients (84.8%), complex in 12 patients (9.6%) and atypical in 6 patients (4.8%). One case of simplex hyperplasia was associated with endometrial cancer (0.8%). The comparison between histological diagnosis and hysteroscopic diagnosis showed that agreement is reached in 113 cases (90.4%). However, it is to note that diagnostic agreement of complex hyperplasia cases was about 100%, but in 22 cases the hysteroscopic diagnosis was simplex hyperplasia rather than complex or atypical. The errors of hysteroscopy were observed in 10 cases (8%). The hysteroscopic diagnosis should not replace histological diagnosis, mostly in hysteroscopies performed after progestagen therapy, because the changes induced by drugs make more difficult the interpretation of hysteroscopy. However, hysteroscopy is complementary to histological analysis since permits a global evaluation of endometrial mucosa, directs biopsy on dishomogeneous areas and represents the only means to make diagnosis when biopsy is not practicable.